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From “Times Square Spectacular”: The first Lulu sign, at 43rd Street, and, right, a sketch for an animation destined to 
light up Broadway.  
 
 
Correction Appended 
 
Any aficionado of early Mad comics published during the first half of the 1950s, when Mad was 
still a riotous comic book and not yet a formatted magazine, will recognize the brilliantly 
perverse parody of a Life magazine cover featuring a portrait of a hideous girl next to the 
headline “Beautiful Girl of the Month Reads Mad.” The artist who concocted this misshapen, 
bug-eyed, fang-toothed, pimply-faced, spaghetti-haired, pig-nosed monstrosity was Basil 
Wolverton (1909-78), a Mad mainstay who specialized in things ugly. He created Lena the 
Hyena, a character who appeared in Al Capp’s “L’il Abner” and was known as “the ugliest 
woman in Lower Slobbovia.” And he was the mastermind behind “Powerhouse Pepper,” a 
mock-heroic melodrama, as well as covers for GJDRKZLXCBWQ Comics: A Gallery of Gooney 
Gags and DC Comics’ Mad-like Plop! Always recognizable for unbridled grotesquerie, his art ran 
the gamut from political satire (“Candid Close-Ups: Hitler”) to goofy science fiction (“Rocket 
Rider”) to biblical illustrations (for a decade he wrote and illustrated the Bible story, serialized 
in The Plain Truth magazine, for the Worldwide Church of God). His epic in this last genre was 
a gory interpretation of Armageddon, complete with horrific atomic aftermaths. He did, 
however, also produce posters for Topps, the trading card company. While his penchant for 
extreme physical exaggeration may not have been to everyone’s taste, through Mad he 
exercised incalculable influence on the history of comics and the perceptions of impressionable 
preteens, like me. “Gross” was and remains a generational code.  
 
 
 

 
Wolverton’s work predates by decades many of the more acerbic 
comics of the 60s underground commix era, including those of R. 
Crumb, and is revered by many contemporary comics artists for 
his graphic lunacy and his matchless facility with pen and ink. 
His influence is evident not only in Crumb’s now canonized 
comics, but also in contemporary graphic novels by Drew 
Friedman, Gary Panter, Charles Burns and Peter Bagge. As the 
L.A. Weekly art critic Doug Harvey writes in the biographical 
essay in THE ORIGINAL ART OF BASIL WOLVERTON: From the 
Collection of Glenn Bray (Last Gasp/Grand Central, $35), “Artists 
from the world of ‘fine’ or ‘high’ art, such as ... Kenny Scharf, 
Peter Saul, Jim Nutt and many others, turned Wolverton’s pop-
culture monstrosities into museum-worthy artifacts.” But he 
laments that until now Wolverton “has been deemed unworthy of 
the same treatment.”  
 



He was not one of the 15 artists chosen for in-depth presentation at the milestone 2005 
“Masters of American Comics” exhibition (sponsored by the Hammer Museum and the Museum 
of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles), some of his work only appearing in a section devoted to 
another artist. On the other hand, a half-dozen collections of his strips and drawings have 
been published since the late ’80s. Still, he is less known today than other masters of the 
genre, so this book — made up of the comics artist Glenn Bray’s collection of Wolverton’s rare 
original art, some of it previously unpublished — provides welcome evidence of his range. 
Harvey argues that Wolverton was excluded from the pantheon because “his work has an 
exhilarating singularity of focus that comes close to inducing nausea” and is at times haunted 
by a nagging adolescence. But Harvey concludes, “If it makes your sister puke, it’s done its 
job.” 
 
The Belgian artist Georges Remi (1907-83), best known as Hergé, creator of “The Adventures 
of Tintin,” is more highly recognized than Wolverton in the comics world. His influence on 
contemporaries, including the Dutch comics artist Joost Swarte and the French-American 
illustrator Guy Billout, can be seen in their use of elegant, simple outlines, stark colors and 
expressive gestures. But Tintin’s impact on popular culture as a whole is still great, not just in 
Europe but in the United States, owing to books that reached the million sales mark in 1956 
and to numerous products marketed today. There is even a restaurant in New York, Petite 
Abeille, that is decorated entirely in Tintin art. 
 
Much has already been written about Hergé. And Tintin — the boy reporter who decides to 
wipe out the international opium trade in China and travels to the Soviet Union as well, 
engaging in dangerous adventures with assorted friends and foes like Snowy (his dog), Captain 
Haddock, the Thom(p)sons and Cuthbert Calculus — has become a franchise. But in THE 
ADVENTURES OF HERGÉ, CREATOR OF TINTIN (Last Gasp, $29.95), Michael Farr, formerly a 
reporter for Reuters and The Daily Telegraph, takes a closer look at this fundamentally private 
man, Hergé, himself a onetime newspaper journalist. The book is a stunning collection of 
artifacts, including pre-Tintin drawings, Tintin sketches, newspaper clippings, magazine and 
book covers (including some for the children’s supplement Le Petit Vingtième, in which the 
comic strip originally appeared in 1929), pictures of puppets (originally created for animated 
cartoons) and personal photographs; much of the material was unearthed in the archives of 
the Studios Hergé, where the strip and its offshoots were produced in the later years. A 
chapter called “Oriental Attraction” reveals Hergé’s great love of China and its strong influence 
on him, which comes through in much of the elemental graphic forms and the plots of his 
work, including books like “The Blue Lotus” and “Tintin in Tibet.”  
 
The amazing feat of creating and propagating the Tintin brand is certainly the focus of this rich 
illustrated biography, but Hergé was also an accomplished graphic designer and typographer 
who tried his hand at advertising. His bold pen-and-ink drawings, in the manner of woodcuts 
or linocuts, show a graphic side rarely seen. Likewise, his interest in abstraction, minimalism 
and Pop Art (all of which are curiously exhibited in his own work) suggests Hergé was not 
entirely content being a comics artist. Yet it was his greatest gift. 
 
Every once in a while comics artists were hired to create cartoon images that appeared on 
electric signs, known as spectaculars, in Times Square. One such luminary was Otto Messmer, 
creator of Felix the Cat, whose sketches, corresponding to a grid of photoelectric cells in a 
nearby control room, were turned into what would now be called pixel-dot renderings of cats, 
mice and ducks. In the ’30s and ’40s, they were shown on an animation sign on Broadway. 
These were among the many “spectacular” lighting attractions that contributed to making 
Times Square an exciting spot for innovative and massive advertisements.  
 
Most of the complex light extravaganzas were produced exclusively for the Great White Way, 
since there were few other places in the world either zoned for or physically capable of 
handling the mammoth signs and their high voltage. “The district’s electric signs are the most 
original and memorable part of its streetscape and define it as surely as architecture has 
defined other public spaces,” writes Darcy Tell, an editor at the Smithsonian Institution’s 
Archives of American Art, in TIMES SQUARE SPECTACULAR: Lighting Up Broadway 



(Smithsonian/Collins, $34.95), a smartly illustrated book that captures the brilliance of the 
area and the designers who made it shine.  
 
Actually, Times Square’s storied light-show legacy depended on one man: Thomas Edison’s 
engineer William J. Hammer was one of the first experts in electrical distribution systems and 
built the first large electric sign, illuminated at the 1882 Crystal Palace Exposition in London. 
More important, Hammer invented the commutator switch, or flasher, an automatic motor-
driven device that allowed circuits to be turned on and off in sequence. He also invented 
rheostats, which dimmed the lights. Tell says “Hammer’s innovations opened the way for big 
animated signs,” which of course became the stock in trade of Times Square.  
 
Another pioneer, the businessman Oscar J. Gude, “tried to inject ‘artistic’ qualities into his 
billboards.” He also fought what Tell calls the “sign wars,” which pitted advertisers and civic-
betterment groups against each other and ultimately determined whether Times Square would 
be a high cultural wellspring or a low commercial sinkhole. The result was somewhere in 
between.  
 
One of the most innovative of the Times Square sign men was Douglas Leigh (1907-99), who 
prided himself on coming up with unheard-of ideas (leaving the technical aspects to his 
colleague Fred Kerwer). Drawing on various sources, including old toys, amusement parks, 
cartoons, stage shows and movies, Leigh developed increasingly elaborate kinetic animations, 
including, in 1938, the Four Roses whiskey spectacular, which revealed two long-stemmed 
roses repeatedly growing as the sign was illuminated.  
 
In addition to other famous images, among them the Kleenex, Camel and Bond signs, this 
book is loaded with rare documentary photos of advertisements, movie marquees and other 
marvels of Times Square. For example, there’s the White Rock ginger ale sign, which featured 
a clock that changed color every few seconds and lights that appeared to be water pouring 
from a fountain — a pretty grand illusion back in 1910.  
 
A spectacular of a different kind is the trove of Art Deco architecture still standing in Havana. 
In the ’20s, ’30s and ’40s, Havana absorbed and copied art moderne emanating from Paris and 
Berlin, and the American Streamline style was also influential there. The graphics, furniture, 
architectural ornament, and apartment and hotel buildings created using Deco mannerisms 
made Cuba one of the modernistic wonders of the world. Although Havana’s ’50s-era cars and 
other prerevolutionary artifacts have been thoroughly written about and photographed, there 
has not been much architectural documentation until now.  
 
HAVANA DECO (Norton, $39.95), by the journalist Alejandro G. Alonso, the art historian Pedro 
Contreras and the photographer Martino Fagiuoli, is an eye-opening display of a not entirely 
lost Havana, where, judging from the beautiful images, some of the jewel-like structures have 
been preserved, if not always rehabilitated. In the chapter “Centro Habana,” two apartment 
buildings, the Casa Suárez and the Edificio Colonial, have seen better days, whereas the Hotel 
Nacional’s facade appears to have been meticulously maintained for its foreign clientele.  
 
The book is organized according to district, but also thematically. A chapter titled “The 
Cemetery,” with exquisite Deco mausoleums, follows the section called “Streamline,” which 
includes structures that are more authentically in that style than are the Art Deco hotels and 
apartments of Miami Beach. But the most surprising sections are devoted to interiors, including 
extraordinary bathrooms in the mansion that once belonged to Countess Maria Luisa Gómez 
Mena and is today the Museum of Decorative Arts. The pièces de résistance are the lounges in 
the Cine-Teatro América, which rival, even surpass, the beautiful ones in Radio City Musical 
Hall. Until travel to Havana is more accessible, this book will whet the appetite of every Deco 
connoisseur.  
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